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Flora and Fauna
Flora and Fauna is one of my favorite types 
of work. It’s one of my self pleasures. No 
one is in them so it’s not weird if I hung 
these photographs on my wall. 

There is so much beauty in this world. 
Photographers are so lucky to be able see 
the world differently than others and be 
able to capture it.

My favorite lens for my flora and Fauna is 
my 50mm. The 50mm lens is so versatile. 
It creates such great bokeh with the f/1.8. 
It works very well in low light situations.



Portraits
Portraits are my favorite to photograph. 
Every person is so unique. There is 
beauty in everyone. Photographers get 
the opportunity to capture how couples 
interact. It’s importants to capture the 
clients at the best. 

Unlike a leaf holding still on the ground 
people continually change when they’re 
in front of your camera. Their expression 
can change within moments. It’s a special 
job to be able to capture their personality. 
Photographers can create something that 
the couple will cherish forever.

After taking portraits I edit the photo’s 
so that they look real. I want the client to 
look at the images and feel good about 
themselves. I do levels and temperature 
adjustment. Then I remove any temporary 
scars or blemished. With the sharpen brush 
tool I slightly sharpen their eyes. 







Bannack
The Ghost Town at Bannack Montana was an amazing learning experince. 
There were many different lighting situations we had to know how to use to 
our advantage. The sun gave hard shadowss. Posing the models was important 
in order to have the light work to our advantage. Using the off camera flashes 
inside the buildings gave our clients a nice catchlight in  their eyes and gave us 
enough light to capture them quick enough.

Off camera flashes give you less editing to do. The contrast between the model 
and the background is speparated and makes the models pop in the image. In 
camera raw I adjusted shadows and temperature. Then in Photoshop I got rid 
of any blemishes and sharpened eyes.







Masking
When I read the quotes “The single most 
important component of the camera is the 
twelve inches behind it.” and “What screws 
us up most in life is the picture in our head 
of how it is supposed to be.” I wanted to do 
something with it. 

The image inside the lens is two photographs 
masked together. The background of the girl 
was masked out and the lens was placed over 
the top. I wanted the result to look like an old 
polaroid picture to go along with the quote. 
We have things pictured of how we think they 
should turn out, but we never know what the 
result will be.

The type photo is two text layers on top of the 
camera photo layer. Parts of the white and 
blue text for each layer was masked out.



Light Painting
Light painting is very unique.  It’s an experiment. 
You’re not really sure how it will end up. 
Sometimes you mess up and shine the flashlight 
at the camera or you accidentally move too slow. 
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